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HELLO AND WELCOME TO 
OUR HANDMADE COLLECTIONS

If you are a champion of the original, the unique, the ‘one-off’, then this  
brochure is created for you. Over the last 22 years we have lovingly created 

many different floors for our clients - handcrafted by the dedicated Ted Todd 
team of skilled carpenters and craftsmen.

Each handmade floor is given a ‘personality’ with a unique combination of  
pattern, colour, texture, width and finish. Our passion for creating ‘the new’ 

doesn’t stop here as we are continually inspired by new cultures, trends and by 
the feedback from our clients. 

Please browse and enjoy the images and details of our floors. If there is  
anything that you are unsure of, then please do not hesitate to call one of  
our team. We are, and always will be, passionate about handmade wood  

flooring and are more than happy to help.

Kindest regards

Robert Walsh 
Founder and Owner, Ted Todd Hardwood Flooring
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SUPERIOR QUALITY

Even with the most tempting photography, it is difficult for 
a printed brochure to truly demonstrate the superior quality 
of our handmade floors. You really need to see it, touch it… 
and even smell it. It’s not until you open up all of your senses 
to our floors, that you will really appreciate their genuine 
qualities entwined with traditional British craftsmanship. When 
you are considering one of our floors for a project or a client, 
we recommend you take a visit to one of our Design Centres 
in London or Cheshire. We also have a family of Ted Todd 
Showrooms around the UK. 
 
To enquire about your nearest showroom, please visit 
our website at www.tedtodd.co.uk

NOT ALL WOOD FLOORS ARE  
THE SAME

When you specify a Ted Todd handmade wood floor,  
we combine decades of experience, innovation and passion. 
Our beautiful woods are responsibly sourced and of the highest 
quality. Your wood floor is hand crafted and finished with up to 
12 stages including hand sanding, brushing, bleaching, liming, 
edge rolling, polishing, distressing and finally oiling 
or lacquering.

We can guarantee one thing; each and every floor is unique. 
The grain, texture and tone will all have its own personality that 
is unique to your floor. Handmade by feel and by look.

YEAR 
GUARANTEE
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URBANIST™

Urbanist™ may have a worn look but its naked 
skin lacquer™ finish ensures that it is extremely 

durable with no colour fading - all with the 
eco-credentials you’ve come to expect from 

us. Try mixing up the tones to create your own 
unique floor.
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DALSTON
The nature-grade European oak is skip sawn for a distinctive texture, with hand rolled edges revealing 

glimpses of honey coloured oak beneath. Dalston is naked skin lacquered™ for a robust finish. 

80/180/220x20mm - £88.89/£88.89/£94.44/m2 ex VAT
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CAMDENMANHATTAN

The deep brown, rustic wood has hand rolled 
edges, finished with a naked skin lacquer™ for 

maximum durability.

80/180/220x20mm - £88.89/£88.89/£94.44/m2 ex VAT

BROOKLYN
Brooklyn’s scratched, grainy texture offers a distinctive urban 

edge, and comes complete with hand rolled edges and a durable  
naked skin lacquer™ finish.  

80/180/220x20mm - £88.89/£88.89/£94.44/m2 ex VAT

QUEENS
The nature-grade European oak is skip sawn with 

intricate natural details and a matt teal, naked skin 
lacquer™ finish.

80/180/220x20mm - £88.89/£88.89/£94.44/m2 ex VAT

The nature-grade European oak is skip sawn for a lived-in 
look, combined with hand rolled edges and a hard-

wearing naked skin lacquer™ finish. 

80/180/220x20mm - £88.89/£88.89/£94.44/m2 ex VAT
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SHOREDITCHBRIXTON

The skip sawn European oak planks add a unique textured 
dimension to this urban floor, complete with hand rolled 

edges and a durable naked skin lacquer™ finish.

80/180/220x20mm - £88.89/£88.89/£94.44/m2 ex VAT

BRONX
The nature grade European oak planks are skip sawn for a 
detailed texture, and naked skin lacquered™ for a stunning 

long-lasting finish. 

80/180/220x20mm - £88.89/£88.89/£94.44/m2 ex VAT

HOXTON
The nature grade European oak planks are skip sawn to create 

Hoxton’s distinctive feel, while a naked skin lacquer™ finish 
preserves the floor for decades to come.  

80/180/220x20mm - £88.89/£88.89/£94.44/m2 ex VAT

Skip sawn with hand rolled edges, this nature-
grade European oak is naked skin lacquered™                      

for durability. 

80/180/220x20mm - £88.89/£88.89/£94.44/m2 ex VAT
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KENTISH
Crafted with European oak planks, Kentish is skip sawn for texture and features carefully 
hand rolled edges. Naked skin lacquer™ provides a stylish, durable finish. Lay in either 

fixed, random or skinny widths.

80/180/220x20mm - £88.89/£88.89/£94.44/m2 ex VAT
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BROOKLYN HERRINGBONE

Brooklyn’s scratched, grainy texture offers a distinctive urban edge, and comes 
complete with hand rolled edges and a durable naked skin lacquer™ finish. 

400x80x20mm - £100.00/m2 ex VAT 
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CAMDEN HERRINGBONEMANHATTAN HERRINGBONE

The deep brown, rustic wood has hand rolled 
edges, finished with a naked skin lacquer™ for 

maximum durability. 

400x80x20mm - £100.00/m2 ex VAT 

DALSTON HERRINGBONE

The nature-grade European oak is skip sawn for a distinctive texture, 
with hand rolled edges revealing glimpses of honey coloured oak 

beneath. Dalston is naked skin lacquered™ for a robust finish.

400x80x20mm - £100.00/m2 ex VAT 

QUEENS HERRINGBONE

The nature-grade European oak is skip sawn with 
intricate natural details and a matt teal, naked skin 

lacquer™ finish.

400x80x20mm - £100.00/m2 ex VAT 

The nature-grade European oak is skip sawn for a lived-in 
look, combined with hand rolled edges and a hard-

wearing naked skin lacquer™ finish. 

400x80x20mm - £100.00/m2 ex VAT 
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SHOREDITCH HERRINGBONEBRIXTON HERRINGBONE

The skip sawn European oak planks add a unique textured 
dimension to this urban floor, complete with hand rolled 

edges and a durable naked skin lacquer™ finish. 

400x80x20mm - £100.00/m2 ex VAT 

BRONX HERRINGBONE

The nature grade European oak planks are skip sawn for a 
detailed texture, and naked skin lacquered™ for a stunning 

long-lasting finish. 

400x80x20mm - £100.00/m2 ex VAT 

KENTISH HERRINGBONE

Crafted with European oak planks, Kentish is skip sawn for 
texture and features carefully hand rolled edges. Naked skin 

lacquer™ provides a stylish, durable finish. 

400x80x20mm - £100.00/m2 ex VAT 

Skip sawn with hand rolled edges, this nature-
grade European oak is naked skin lacquered™ 

for durability. 

400x80x20mm - £100.00/m2 ex VAT 
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HOXTON HERRINGBONE

The nature grade European oak planks are skip sawn to create Hoxton’s distinctive feel, 
while a naked skin lacquer™ finish preserves the floor for decades to come. 

400x80x20mm - £100.00/m2 ex VAT 
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MANHATTAN CHEVRON

The deep brown, rustic wood has hand rolled edges, finished with a naked skin 
lacquer™ for maximum durability. 

595x80x20mm - £105.56/m2 ex VAT
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CAMDEN CHEVRONBROOKLYN CHEVRON

Brooklyn’s scratched, grainy texture offers a distinctive 
urban edge, and comes complete with hand rolled edges 

and a durable naked skin lacquer™ finish.  

595x80x20mm - £105.56/m2 ex VAT

DALSTON CHEVRON

The nature-grade European oak is skip sawn for a distinctive texture, 
with hand rolled edges revealing glimpses of honey coloured oak 

beneath. Dalston is naked skin lacquered™ for a robust finish. 

595x80x20mm - £105.56/m2 ex VAT

QUEENS CHEVRON

The nature-grade European oak is skip sawn with 
intricate natural details and a matt teal, naked skin 

lacquer™ finish.

595x80x20mm - £105.56/m2 ex VAT

The nature-grade European oak is skip sawn for a lived-in 
look, combined with hand rolled edges and a hard-

wearing naked skin lacquer™ finish. 

595x80x20mm - £105.56/m2 ex VAT
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HOXTON CHEVRONBRIXTON CHEVRON

The skip sawn European oak planks add a unique textured 
dimension to this urban floor, complete with hand rolled 

edges and a durable naked skin lacquer™ finish. 

595x80x20mm - £105.56/m2 ex VAT

BRONX CHEVRON

The nature grade European oak planks are skip sawn for a 
detailed texture, and naked skin lacquered™ for a stunning 

long-lasting finish. 

595x80x20mm - £105.56/m2 ex VAT

KENTISH CHEVRON

Crafted with European oak planks, Kentish is skip sawn for 
texture and features carefully hand rolled edges. Naked skin 

lacquer™ provides a stylish, durable finish. 

595x80x20mm - £105.56/m2 ex VAT

The nature grade European oak planks are skip sawn 
to create Hoxton’s distinctive feel, while a naked skin 

lacquer™ finish preserves the floor for decades to come.  

595x80x20mm - £105.56/m2 ex VAT
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SHOREDITCH CHEVRON

Skip sawn with hand rolled edges, this nature-grade European oak is 
naked skin lacquered™ for durability. 

595x80x20mm - £105.56/m2 ex VAT
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MIX AND MATCH

Use a muted, neutral palette to create a subtle variety of tones and textures, a 
combination of a colour with two or three of the neutral tones, or even an eye-popping 

mix of all the brights – there’s no limit to the looks this collection can deliver.
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BRONX, CAMDEN & QUEENSALL TONES

All Urbanist™ Tones

CAMDEN & MANHATTAN

Double Herringbone

BRONX & BROOKLYN

Chevron Pattern

Chevron Pattern
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‘If you do it right, it will last forever.’

Massimo Vignelli
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ARTISAN
We handcraft Artisan in the UK from the very best 
European oak, ash, larch, walnut and douglas fir. 
Using all the skills of our expert craftsman, these 
nature and prime grade boards have enhanced 
grain and texture - accentuated by the edge-

rolling, soft-sanding, texturing techniques used. 
And all finished with natural oils and lacquers.
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OTIS

Otis is a strikingly beautiful nature grade European oak, bleached with hand 
rolled edges. The planks, naked skin lacquered™ for a long-lasting finish, are 

full of character with an intricate grain punctuated by natural knots and knolls.   
No bevels and no visible finish produce a truly natural feeling floor.

220x20mm - £86.67/m2 ex VAT
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DOVECOTE

Dovecote’s cool, grey-brown tones give this nature grade American Black Walnut an 
understated contemporary edge. The bleached planks reveal a close grain and subtly 

fluctuating colour, finished by our master craftsmen with naked skin lacquer™. 

220x20mm - £108.89/m2 ex VAT
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CLIFTON

Prime planks of European oak have been hand polished and burnished 
hardwax oiled by our master craftsmen to create Clifton’s sleek, modern finish. 

220x20mm - £97.78/m2 ex VAT
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KNOWLE

Faded caramel tones make way for darker knots and finer details in this nature grade European 
oak floor. Crafted in three widths - 80mm, 180mm and 220mm - Knowle is versatile for both 

modern and traditional interiors. The finished boards are burnished hardwax oiled. Lay in either 
fixed, random or skinny combinations.

100/180/220x20mm - £85.56/m2 ex VAT
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MONROE

Monroe is an enchanting European oak with medium brown tones and a subtle grain. The 
nature grade wood is double fumed, creating distinctive smoky tones for a statement floor. 

Monroe’s oak planks are naked skin lacquered™ for a long-lasting and super matt finish. 

220x20mm - £108.89/m2 ex VAT
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HEATH

A winding grain and smoky-brown colour brings a sensual feel to our Heath 
flooring. The slimline planks of nature grade European oak are bleached and naked 

skin lacquered™ by our master craftsmen, deftly combining style with durability. 

220x20mm - £108.89/m2 ex VAT
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TOLLAND

Tolland is full of character, with a statement open grain structure and all the wonderful 
knots and knolls of European oak. The nature grade planks have been bleached and 

burnished hardwax oiled, resulting in a luxurious floor with a contemporary edge. 

220x20mm - £108.89/m2 ex VAT
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COAST

Bleached, weathered contemporary beauty, with a micro bevel 
profile and a burnished hardwax oil finish – so redolent of the 
ocean shore. Try it in mixed widths for a unique appearance.

180/220x20mm  - £81.26/£86.26/m2 ex VAT
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HOCKENHALL

Inspired by great British time-worn oak floors, this flooring features hand-finished edges creating dark 
shadows and a soft-sanded undulating surface. Created from stunning nature grade European oak and 
finished with a natural top coat of oilwood traffic. Install in random widths for a truly unique wood floor.

100/180/220x20mm  - £80.56/m2 ex VAT 
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MANOR HOUSE

With the traditional look and rustic character of an English oak floor, this 
flooring features gentle bruising of the surface, a restoration oil finish and a 

square shoulder profile for a smooth, seamless fit. 

220x20mm - £80.03/m2 ex VAT
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BRETON

The understated, yet always stylish, white and neutral tones of 
lye treated Douglas fir. Featuring waves of large grain detail 

with a restoration oil finish and micro bevel profile.

220x20mm - £86.88/m2 ex VAT
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SIENNA

A sumptuous blend of colour and tones mean this fumed European oak will fit any colour 
scheme. Artisan finishing enlivens the grain, topped off with a translucent restoration oil 

creating a beautiful variance that only a wood floor can provide.

220x20mm - £74.88/m2 ex VAT
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ESPRESSO

Smoky washed tones of rich, dark, coffees meet at micro bevelled edges for a 
sleek, dusky look. Hand waxed and polished with burnished hardwax oil for easy 

maintenance. Try it in different widths for a more unique floor.

180/220x20mm - £100.56/£107.50/m2 ex VAT)
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PICKLED

Nature grade European oak applied with an age-old pickling technique that highlights 
the grain and natural colour variation. Micro bevelling and the addition of a silky 

lacquer complete the process for a timeless, hard-wearing floor.

220x20mm - £84.88/m2 ex VAT
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GRANARY

Gently fumed European oak in a classic rustic style with a distinctive 
hand-sawn texture. Micro bevelled, hand waxed and polished with 

burnished hardwax oil.

220x20mm - £74.38/m2 ex VAT
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TAMAYO

Super wide large floorboards finished to a deep, almost black appearance. Highly 
moody with an undulating surface texture. Finished with oilwood traffic.

220/260/300x20mm - £81.26/m2 ex VAT 
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ANSEL

Super wide larch floorboards are complemented by a generous, open grain structure. 
The highly irregular surface texture is created by hand sanding, brushing and shadows of 
sawmarks. These all work together to make an understated and yet distinctive wood floor. 

Finished with oilwood traffic.

220/260/300x20mm - £81.26/m2 ex VAT 
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KAHLO

Super wide larch floorboards with a distinctive surface texture. This floor has 
deep grey smoky tones that work beautifully with the hand sanding, brushing and 

sawmarks that run gently through the floor. Finished with oilwood traffic.

220/260/300x20mm - £81.26/m2 ex VAT
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CALDER

Super wide larch floorboards with a distinctive surface texture. The natural larch tones are 
gently aged in Calder. These wide and long boards provide a classy feel that would be at 
home on either a floor or wall in both a modern or traditional interior. Micro bevelled and 

finished with a durable and natural oilwood traffic.

220/260/300x20mm - £81.26/m2 ex VAT
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‘Since my early years I have always been compelled 
by the belief that all beauty is imperfect, incomplete 

and impermanent – as transitory as life itself.’

Axel Vervoordt
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PLANCHER DU QUERCY™

Plancher du Quercy™, where the undulating, 
handmade texture of character-packed French oak 
is enhanced by the passion of British craftsmen for 
painstaking hand finishing – and all the handmade 

accessories you need to match your floor. All of 
the floors in this Collection are available as planks, 

herringbone and chevron.

UNDERFLOOR 
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QUISSAC

Deeply aged for richer tones, Quissac is an almost perfect match for any traditional 
interior. The gentle undulations and polished burnished hardwax oil surface 

certainly adds to its appeal.

220x20mm - £110.98/m2 ex VAT
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VELENTRE

Classic aged tones are combined with a luxurious 
burnished hardwax oil to create perfection.

220x20mm - £103.70/m2 ex VAT
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MIELLIN

It’s the hand rolled undulations and burnished hardwax oil finish that 
makes this French oak floorboard so appealing.

220x20mm - £110.98/m2 ex VAT
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CHEVRY

Chevry’s nature grade bleached European oak planks achieve a pale, 
minimal look suited to any cutting-edge interior. With hand rolled edges 

and a naked skin lacquer™ finish.

220x20mm - £104.37/m2 ex VAT
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VILLES

With grey-white overtones and a close, barely-there grain, Villes is the ultimate in 
contemporary flooring. The nature grade European oak planks are bleached for a 
distinctive washed-out look, while a naked skin lacquered™ finish adds durability.

220x20mm - £104.37/m2 ex VAT
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CHAMPAGNEY

Unique colour variations, hand rolling and painstaking burnished hardwax oiling 
bring out the true potential of old growth French oak. True to its name of Plancher 

du Quercy™, these boards are slabs of wood from the oak region.

220x20mm - £110.98/m2 ex VAT
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LAUZES

It’s the cool elegance, whites and neutrals, shadows of saw marks and  
gentle undulations that evoke images of summer on the coast. Finished with 

burnished hardwax oil.

220x20mm - £103.70/m2 ex VAT
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ASSIER

The gentle undulations, shadows and burnished hardwax oil finish continue to give 
this black oak floor an “alive and lived in” look and feel.

220x20mm - £110.98/m2 ex VAT
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CAMBES

Cambes is distinctive for its white chalked finish, adding an art-gallery feel to any modern 
interior. The European oak planks have hand rolled edges, and are naked skin lacquered™ 

for a long-lasting finish. 

220x20mm - £104.37/m2 ex VAT
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CAMBES HERRINGBONE

Cambes herringbone is distinctive for its white chalked finish, adding an art-gallery feel to 
any modern interior. The European oak planks have hand rolled edges, and are naked skin 

lacquered™ for a long-lasting finish.
Herringbone: 500x100x20mm - £104.37/m2 ex VAT

Chevron: 595x90x20mm - £111.03/m2 ex VAT
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QUISSAC HERRINGBONE

Quissac is aged to a deeper, richer tone to feel at home in the 
town or country. A stunning heirloom. Finished with burnished hardwax oil.

Herringbone: 500x100x20mm - £110.98/m2 ex VAT
Chevron: 595x90x20mm - £117.64/m2 ex VAT
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VELENTRE HERRINGBONE

Velentre is gently aged and provides a floor that  
is warm, classic and timeless. Finished with burnished hardwax oil.

Herringbone: 500x100x20mm - £103.70/m2 ex VAT
Chevron: 595x90x20mm - £110.37/m2 ex VAT
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MIELLIN HERRINGBONE

Elegant contrast of aged tones with a pastel wash form a lovely relaxed                           
and sophisticated wood floor. Finished with burnished hardwax oil.

Herringbone: 500x100x20mm - £110.98/m2 ex VAT
Chevron: 595x90x20mm - £117.64/m2 ex VAT
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CHEVRY HERRINGBONE

Nature grade bleached European oak planks with hand rolled edges and                 
a naked skin lacquered™ finish. 

Herringbone: 500x100x20mm - £104.37/m2 ex VAT
Chevron: 595x90x20mm - £111.03/m2 ex VAT
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VILLES HERRINGBONE

With grey-white overtones and a close, barely-there grain, Villes is the ultimate in contemporary 
flooring. This nature grade European oak herringbone is bleached for a distinctive washed-out 

look, while a naked skin lacquered™ finish adds durability. 
Herringbone: 500x100x20mm - £104.37/m2 ex VAT

Chevron: 595x90x20mm - £111.03/m2 ex VAT
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CHAMPAGNEY HERRINGBONE

A complex mix of washes and ageing processes develops into a unique 
wood floor that feels both classic and contemporary. Finished with 

burnished hardwax oil.
Herringbone: 500x100x20mm - £110.98/m2 ex VAT

Chevron: 595x90x20mm - £117.64/m2 ex VAT
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LAUZES HERRINGBONE

The stylish whites and neutrals achieved through bleaching and washes combine 
with the unique surface of Lauzes to form a luxurious wood floor.  Finished with 

burnished hardwax oil.
Herringbone: 500x100x20mm - £103.70/m2 ex VAT

Chevron: 595x90x20mm - £110.37/m2 ex VAT
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ASSIER HERRINGBONE

The gentle undulations, shadows of saw marks, and burnished hardwax oil finish combine to 
give this black oak floor an “alive” look and feel. Certainly never dull and dark! 

Herringbone: 500x100x20mm - £110.98/m2 ex VAT
Chevron: 595x90x20mm - £117.64/m2 ex VAT
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‘The home should be the treasure  
chest of living.’

Le Corbusier
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RESIDENCE
Another celebration of British hardwood-flooring 
craftsmanship as superwide planks and over size 

herringbone deliver discreet style for ultra-prestigious 
residential and commercial projects. These boards are 

made of 100% oak for the ultimate in stability.
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LINEN

Crisp and cool like its namesake, this burnished hardwax oiled board  
emphasises the enduring role of simplicity in design.

300x20mm - £110.00/m2 ex VAT
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TRUFFLE

A burnished hardwax oiled, engineered board that shows off 
the mid-tones of European oak so pleasingly.

300x20mm - £110.00/m2 ex VAT
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PEWTER

Traditional craftsmanship accentuates this board’s modern, pewter 
grey, burnished hardwax oiled finish.

300x20mm - £110.00/m2 ex VAT
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EBONY

All kinds of contemporary interiors benefit from the rich  
tones and sleek monochromatic finish. Finished with 

burnished hardwax oil.

300x20mm - £110.00/m2 ex VAT
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SABLE

Wide planks, warm caramel tones and an open grain combine to create a 
simply show-stopping hardwood floor. Sable’s European oak planks have been 
burnished hardwax oiled and polished by hand for a high-end, durable finish. 

300x20mm - £110.00/m2 ex VAT
Herringbone: 600x200x20mm - £110.00/m2 ex VAT
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SAND

Evoking memories of seaside holidays, Sand is a bright, joyful floor available in both 
plank and herringbone patterns. The nature-grade European oak is bleached, hand 

waxed, polished and naked skin lacquered™ to achieve Sand’s distinctive finish.
300x20mm - £110.00/m2 ex VAT

Herringbone: 600x200x20mm - £110.00/m2 ex VAT 
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ECRU

Ecru’s broad planks and wide statement grain combine with a barely-white wash of 
colour to create this en vogue floor. Made with nature-grade European oak, Ecru is 
burnished hardwax oiled and polished by hand for an unmistakably high-end finish. 

300x20mm - £110.00/m2 ex VAT
Herringbone: 600x200x20mm - £110.00/m2 ex VAT
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PEWTER HERRINGBONETRUFFLE HERRINGBONE

Super-sized herringbone blocks add to the design appeal of 
this subtle classic oak. Finished with burnished hardwax oil.

600x200x20mm - £110.00/m2 ex VAT
 

LINEN HERRINGBONE

Combine the purity of cool, clean European oak with the 
reassuring regularity of a traditional herringbone pattern.  

Finished with burnished hardwax oil.

600x200x20mm - £110.00/m2 ex VAT

EBONY HERRINGBONE

A stylish modern take on herringbone block flooring with 
luscious, rich tones and a sleek monochromatic finish. 

Finished with burnished hardwax oil.

600x200x20mm - £110.00/m2 ex VAT

The appeal of traditional herringbone meets  
contemporary pewter grey and a gorgeous  

burnished hardwax oiled finish.

600x200x20mm - £110.00/m2 ex VAT
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‘All architecture is shelter. All great architecture 
is the design of space that contains cuddles, 

exalts, or simulates the persons in that space.’

Philip Johnson
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PATTERNS & PANELS
Patterns & Panels give you virtually unlimited design potential 

for patterned wood floors in contemporary and traditional 
applications. Take a look at our gorgeous Parquet De 

Versailles panels, which are finished on site.

SUITABLE 
FOR WALL 

INSTALLATIONS

UNDERFLOOR 
HEATING 

APPROVED

2 PLY 
OR SOLID

10-21mm 
THICK
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PALLENE

With warm caramel tones and varied natural grains and knots, Pallene is a floor 
of distinction. The European oak is arranged in a traditional herringbone pattern, 

given an antique look and hardened oiled for a long-lasting finish. 

500x100x20mm - £57.78/m2 ex VAT
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MIMAS

The distinctive grey-brown tones of the majestic American Black Walnut 
establish Mimas as an instant classic. The unfinished nature-grade wood is 

crafted into a herringbone pattern for a high-end, traditional look. 
490x70x15mm - £61.11/m2 ex VAT
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PORTIA

Portia is a bold, statement herringbone floor with caramel brown hues and a lively open 
grain. The nature grade European oak is carefully worked by our master craftspeople 

for a distinctive antique look, and hardened oiled for a luxurious, durable finish. 
500x100x20mm - £57.78/m2 ex VAT
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RHINE

A warm light brown chevron pattern with a timeless quality. Rhine is an 
unfinished 2 ply prime graded board and has a bevel free appearance.

595x90x20mm - £83.69/m2 ex VAT
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PARQUET DE VERSAILLES

The classic Parquet de Versailles floors replaced the original marble 
floors in the Palace of Versailles and are still in full use today.  

Laid on the diagonal in prime grade oak.
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PETITE CHANTILLY FUMED PANELS

A smaller fumed panel in prime grade oak with a natural oiled finish. 
Ideal for smaller spaces or for a modern take on a traditional panel.
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PARQUET  DE VERSAILLES 
NATURE ENGINEERED OAK

PARQUET  DE VERSAILLES 
NATURE SOLID OAK

PARQUET  DE VERSAILLES 
PRIME ENGINEERED OAK

These more lively unfinished nature grade 
panels will create a more informal look.

£98.89/m2 ex VAT

Each element is expertly made to be correctly 
proportioned allowing the pattern to fold out correctly 

across the floor. Fumed with a restoration oil finish.

£128.50/m2 ex VAT

The classic clean and precise, unfinished one 
metre square panel. 

£118.76/m2 ex VAT

NOT 
SUITABLE FOR
UNDERFLOOR 

HEATING 
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PETITE CHANTILLY 
PRIME ENGINEERED OAK

PETITE JERDI 
PRIME ENGINEERED OAK

PETITE CHANTILLY FUMED 
PRIME ENGINEERED OAK

PETITE JERDI FUMED 
PRIME ENGINEERED OAK

A smaller panel in prime grade oak with a restoration oiled finish. Ideal 
for smaller spaces or for a modern take on a traditional panel.

£106.26/m2 ex VAT

This simple pattern surprises as it folds out making ever 
larger flags that criss-cross across your floor. Simple beauty. 

Restoration oiled with a square shoulder profile. 

£106.26/m2 ex VAT

A richly fumed panel in prime grade oak.  
Restoration oiled with a micro bevel profile.

£114.58/m2 ex VAT

A richly fumed oak panel.  
Restoration oiled with a micro bevel profile.

£116.26/m2 ex VAT
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‘Creativity involves breaking out of established patterns 
in order to look at things in a different way.’

Edward de Bono
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Project: 16 Wyndham Place, London W1; Architect/Developer: Studioloop Ltd;  
Photographer: James Balston.
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So, you’ve ordered a plethora of wood-floor samples, 
you’ve painstakingly viewed a mini-mountain of brochures 
and yet you still can’t find what you are looking for.  
Don’t worry, you’re not alone, it happens more often than 
you think.

Thankfully our experienced expert hardwood flooring 
consultants are on hand to help you commission your own 
handmade wood floor. We can support you every step of 
the way, from brief and design through to creation, build 
and installation.

Experience shows us the importance of understanding 
each project’s requirements – so we discuss closely with all 
parties to create a floor that complements the interior and 
works within your timeframe and budget.

Over the last 22 years we have gained a wealth of 
experience in this area, having worked for many prestigious 
and international clients.

To discuss your special requirements and to challenge us  
to produce your perfect floor, call us now on 01925 283020.

COMMISSION YOUR 
VERY OWN 

HANDMADE FLOOR
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A FEW OF OUR CLIENTS...

CORINTHIA HOTEL & SPA
The Corinthia Hotel and Spa in the heart of London is one 
of Europe’s premier hotels. Featuring a range of penthouses 
and suites, the hotel has taken inspiration from world class 
designers to create the ultimate boutique hotel experience. 
Ted Todd worked with an international design practice to 
produce complete handmade panels, hand cut end grain 
blocks and herringbone blocks. These were all fully finished 
off site by Ted Todd to achieve the exacting standards for this 
prestigious project.

COLCHESTER VISUAL ARTS
The state of the art centre in Colchester features Ted Todd 180mm 
2-ply Double Fumed and Lacquered which enhances the centre’s 
cool crisp interior.

ASTLEY CASTLE
Ted Todd were heavily involved in the renovation of Astley Castle 
in Warwickshire, providing beautiful flooring which consisted of 
20mm 3-ply Superwide oak in lengths up to 3m with a bespoke 
hand-finish. In 2013 the Castle won the Royal Institute of British 
Architects (RIBA) Sterling Prize.

HARRODS
This prestigious store which is a modern icon features over 
4,000m² of stunning Ted Todd bespoke hardwood floors.

CORNWALL TERRACE – LONDON
This beautiful redevelopment project of Grade II listed  
terraces, located at the heart of Regent’s Park in London  
is being restored to its former glory. Ted Todd supplied the 
project with over 2,000m² of 220mm 2-Ply Prime  
European oak which was hand-finished to the client’s  
specific requirements.

MONDRIAN HOTEL
The Mondrian Hotel in London opened in 2014, located on the 
South Bank in the iconic Sea Containers building. It brings the 
intensity, energy and pulse of the original Hollywood Mondrian 
to the heart of London. It was vital to the design team that the 
floor specified was FSC® certified and added to the intensity 
of the hotel, it was for this reason the first choice was an FSC® 
certified floor from Ted Todd with a bespoke finish.

O2 ARENA
Ted Todd were awarded the honour of supplying the flooring 
for the O2 arena hospitality areas. The flooring featured is a 
Continuous Versailles Weave in Double Fumed European oak. 
The Continuous Versailles Weave is derived from  
traditional French Versailles panels using the pattern from 
within the panel, but without the frame border.

THE FISHPOOL INN
The Fishpool Inn, once a quaint country pub in the heart 
of Cheshire has undergone a dramatic multi-million pound 
renovation. Ted Todd were delighted that our flooring was 
specified for this very exclusive project. The floors specified 
were Hockenhall from our Artisan Collection and our 2-ply 
oak Versailles Panels. Both flooring options provide a 
dramatic and unique effect whilst providing a hardwearing, 
easy to maintain and sympathetic solution to the Inn’s history 
and structure.

ACCORDIA CAMBRIDGE
The Accordia housing project in Cambridge awarded the RIBA 
Sterling prize, features Ted Todd 14mm 2-Ply Satin Lacquered 
oak and 14mm 2-Ply Satin Lacquered American Black Walnut.
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02 ARENA

ASTLEY CASTLE

HARRODS CORNWALL TERRACE THE FISHPOOL INN

MONDRIAN HOTEL ACCORDIA

CORINTHIA HOTEL & SPA COLCHESTER VISUAL ARTS
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DISCOVER OUR UNIQUE CRAFTMANSHIP
Over the past twenty years, we have designed and developed 
some of the world’s most refined handmade wood floors. Today 
we are unrivalled in our craft, creating breathtaking wood floors 
that stand the test of time with elegance and finesse.

OUR UNIQUE FINISHES
Unlike many conventional wood floors, ours come fully finished 
with Ted Todd-approved products. Partly finished floors are 
less durable and can even change colour when finished on-site. 
That’s why our master craftspeople carefully apply bespoke 
finishes to our wood floors before delivery, ensuring they 
are long-lasting, hard-wearing and simply beautiful from the 
moment they arrive and for generations to come. 

NAKED SKIN LACQUER™

The colour of natural wood conceived through the expression of 
sensitive touch, soft feel lacquer. (A clear lacquer that maintains 
the original ‘unfinished’ colour of the natural wood). Maintain with 
lacquer cleaning kit. Use undiluted intensive gloss for a gloss look. 
Use undiluted matt intensive polish in high traffic areas.

HARDENED OIL

A culmination of durability with a contemporary matt appearance 
to enhance the natural grained features of European Oak. 
Maintain with lacquer cleaning kit. Use undiluted matt or gloss 
intensive polish to restore worn planks. Use undiluted matt 
intensive polish in high traffic areas.

RESTORATION OIL

A truly organic, oiled finish that with regular replenishment will 
provide a deep lustre befitting of the most elegant setting. 
Maintain with oil maintenance kit. Please use white careline soft 
clean on white floors. Restore with oil replenish.

BURNISHED HARDWAX OIL

Enhanced penetration and durability from this easy-to-maintain 
hardwax oil finish. Air dried and polished over several days to 
produce a truly unique finish. Durable, natural and unrivalled.
Maintain with oil maintenance kit. Please use white careline soft 
clean on white floors. Repolish with hardwax oil for restoration.

MATT LACQUERED

The most effective combination of durability and minimum 
maintenance in an oiled appearance UV lacquer. Maintain with 
lacquer maintenance kit. Use undiluted matt or gloss intensive 
polish to restore worn planks. Use undiluted matt intensive polish 
in high traffic areas.

SATIN LACQUERED

The traditional, durable UV lacquer that allows a subtle gloss 
effect without the reflective shine problems caused by inferior 
products. Maintain with lacquer maintenance kit. Use undiluted 
matt or gloss intensive polish to restore worn planks. Use 
undiluted matt intensive polish in high traffic areas.

NAKED SKIN LACQUER™
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SUPERB CRAFTSMANSHIP
Unrivalled craftsmanship is at the heart of the Ted Todd ethos. 
Our team of experienced craftspeople are the best in the 
business, creating new concepts, developing techniques and 
continually redefining what a wood floor can be. The result 
is a collection of breathtaking wood floors that pay homage 
to traditional techniques while embracing ground-breaking, 
contemporary ideas. 

HANDROLLED EDGES

Innovative development by Ted Todd that removes the need 
for an industrial looking bevel. Handrolled edges give you a 
truly natural appearance with each plank rolling into the other. 
A prefinished wood floor with no bevels.

SHADOW SAWN

Innovative development from Ted Todd that achieves 
a random saw mark across the widths of the board.

UNDULATING TEXTURE

Hand sanding into the woods natural undulations 
accentuates the flow of the grain across the floor.

SANDBLASTED

Innovative development by Ted Todd that 
reproduces a weather beaten texture.

SKIP SAWN

Innovative development from Ted Todd that achieves a totally 
random feel with both deep, shallow and open areas - very fine 
saw marks are unique.

THE FINEST WOODS WITH 
SUPERIOR SPECIFICATIONS
The Ted Todd story began with reclaiming and restoring antique 
wood floors. During that time, we learned a valuable lesson 
that has stayed with us to the present day. Despite their age 
and neglect, these centuries-old floors stood the test of time 
beautifully and, from that moment, we decided that our Ted Todd 
floors must do the same. By using the finest woods with superior 
specifications, we achieve exactly this. 

• Slow grown European Oak, Larch, Douglas Fir                              
and American Walnut

• Plank lengths up to 3m long
• Extra thick 6mm hardwood wear layers 
• Widths up to 300mm wide
• Finest birch plywood construction
• FSC® certification for environmental peace of mind

HANDMADE AT OUR WORKSHOPS 
IN CHESHIRE
We have been handcrafting wood floors in Cheshire since 1993. 
Ted Todd is now one of the oldest independent manufacturers of 
hardwood floors in the UK and beyond. 

Each and every handmade floor is bespoke and produced to your 
exact specifications by our master craftspeople. Your floor is not 
compiled from numerous batches - it’s all faithfully created from 
one carefully-sourced, sustainable wood batch. 

When it comes to delivery, we can always guarantee a delivery 
time as we dispatch your flooring directly from our Cheshire 
workshop where it is made. Please check our delivery times to 
ensure that they meet your requirements. Our workshop, our ethos 
and our handmade wood floors are always exceptional. 

THE TOTAL PACKAGE
The smallest things can make a big difference to your wood floor 
project, and that’s why we pay close attention to the finer details. 
We make profiles, trims and stair nosings to match your floor, 
while our tried-and-tested cleaning kits ensure your floor remains 
beautiful for decades to come. HANDROLLED EDGES
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WE TAKE OUR ENVIRONMENTAL 
RESPONSIBILITY SERIOUSLY
As a designer, specifier or experienced wood flooring buyer, 
you care about the environment and so do we. That’s why 
we’ve always believed it’s our responsibility to know exactly 
where our timber comes from. 

If suppliers can’t prove its origin, or that it’s been sourced in 
accordance with our strict environmental and ethical policy, 
we won’t deal with them.  

We don’t take this position because it’s fashionable.  
From the start, we’ve had a conscience about what we do – 
and a clear environmental policy since the 1990s.
 
Being in business is all well and good, but not at any cost. 
That’s why we scrupulously check every tree species we use 
to ensure we comply with CITES (Convention on  
International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Flora 
and Fauna). 

OVER 95% FSC® CERTIFIED WOOD
We only sell responsibly sourced and manufactured  
flooring, it costs a bit more but costs the environment lots less. 
Over 95% of the wood we sold in 2015 was Forest Stewardship 
Council® (FSC®) certified. 
 
FSC® promotes responsible management of the world’s 
forests, to meet the social, ecological and economic rights and 
needs of the present generation without compromising those 
of future generations. 

CLEARLY IDENTIFIED
We have been FSC® certified for many years and believe in telling 
it like it is. We clearly identify FSC® certified products in our 
brochure with the tick tree logo.

If it doesn’t have the tick tree logo, it’s not FSC® certified. 
Where we are unable to obtain FSC® certified products 
we offer alternative products certified to other forest 
certification schemes. 

DUE DILIGENCE
We also operate a due diligence system in line with the Timber 
Trade Federation’s Responsible Purchasing Policy. It’s the least 
we could do as Europe’s No.1 for FSC® certified hardwood 
flooring. We’re also PEFC Chain of Custody certified to supply 
products from sustainably managed forests; whilst our BM 
TRADA Forest Products scheme certification enables us to supply 
products from a range of other forest certification schemes and 
verification programmes.

DOING THE RIGHT THING 
IS EASY
Time has shown that designers, specifiers and experienced 
flooring buyers seem to like our approach; it aligns with your 
views and gives us more common ground – alongside a love of 
beautiful hardwood floors. 

We’ve found that it’s usually as easy to do the right thing as not. 
The fact is that without a strong environmental position we risk 
depriving future generations of the privileges we enjoy. And that 
would be wrong.
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LONDON:

4 Farm Street
Mayfair
London
W1J 5RD

Open 9am to 5pm 
Monday to Friday. 
Saturdays by appointment only.     

Tel: 0207 495 6706
Email: showroom@tedtodd.co.uk

CHESHIRE:

18 Chesford Grange
Woolston
Warrington
WA1 4RQ

Open seven days a week. 
Check our website for up-to-date
opening times.

Tel: 01925 283 015 
Email: showroom@tedtodd.co.uk

SEE THE DIFFERENCE
There’s nothing quite like the first time you set eyes on 
a Ted Todd hardwood floor.

Large display panels at our Showrooms and Design Centres 
allow you to pour over the finer details and make your choice 
with confidence.

DESIGN CENTRE 
Visit the manufacturer 
Compare and choose from over 300 floors
Discover innovative options for your new wood floor
See, touch and feel the difference with our large display panels 
Create® Design service
Browse our library of inspirational design books
Get expert advice from our dedicated Ted Todd consultants
Take away samples and brochures to browse at home
Find the perfect flooring partner for your project

SHOWROOMS
Dedicated Ted Todd Specialist
Compare and choose from our many floors
Discover innovative options for your new wood floor
See, touch and feel the difference with our large display panels 
Create® Design service
Take away samples and brochures to browse at home
Ask about our supply and fit package for a total solution
Find out more about our supply-only options 
Browse and buy our Ted Todd maintenance products

RETAIL PARTNER
Your local Ted Todd Retailer
Browse and compare our collection of hardwood floors
Take away samples and brochures to browse at home
Ask about our supply and fit package for a total solution
Find out more about our supply-only options 
Browse and buy our Ted Todd maintenance products

VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT 
WWW.TEDTODD.CO.UK
• To find your nearest Ted Todd Showroom or retail partner
• To view our product range
• To find out about new products
•  To order free samples
• To order our hardwood flooring brochure
• To design your own unique floor with our Create® software
• For technical information and advice
• For contact details and location maps for our Cheshire   
 and London Design Centres

VISIT OUR CHESHIRE OR 
LONDON DESIGN CENTRES

KEEP UP-TO-DATE

  Follow us on Twitter 
  www.twitter.com/TedToddFlooring

  Like us on Facebook 
  www.facebook.com/tedtoddwoodfloors

  Follow our boards on Pinterest 
  www.pinterest.com/tedtodd
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DISCOVER OUR HARDWOOD FLOORING 
COLLECTIONS
Do you think you’ve discovered everything about beautiful hardwood 
flooring? Did you know that an equally inspiring full-colour brochure is 
also available for our core hardwood flooring collections? 

If you haven’t done so already, order a copy from our website. 
Your choice of beautiful Ted Todd flooring just got bigger…

 

Our Ted Todd Hardwood Flooring 
brochure features eight more Collections, 
seven of which are engineered. 

Our Hardwood Flooring brochure also 
includes our innovative Create® range - 
where you can design your own floor.
Visit our website to request a copy at 
www.tedtodd.co.uk

Floors for living. Floors for life.
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A FINAL WORD...
Thank you for taking time to explore the world of Ted Todd.

My dedicated team is now at your disposal for whatever you may need.

We’re here to help and look forward to working with you.

Robert Walsh 
Founder and Owner, Ted Todd Hardwood Flooring



Cheshire Design Centre:
18 Chesford Grange

Woolston
Warrington
WA1 4RQ

01925 283 015

London Design Centre:
4 Farm Street

Mayfair
London

W1J 5RD
0207 495 6706

www.tedtodd.co.uk

Look for FSC® 
certified products.

November 2015


